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In 1980, "th(B' Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention released

a program announcement for an alternative education demonstration program. The

. program wa4 intended to test a variety of dchool:-based Iflinquericy prevention

,models which would "impact upon the school climate, organizational structure,

and Iducational process" and which would "ultimately be adopted by school

systems" "(p. 3) . In both the body of the program announcement and a lengthy

appended background paper, great emphasis was placed on the importance of the

thorough evaluation of funded projectd. In a section delineating standards

for evaluation, the documentation of program activities and of the duration

and intensity of services was included with the comment that%Tithout documenta-

tion of these program elements, outcome evaluatipn studies are relatively use-

less for policy making since they do not describe what generated observed

results, making replication impossible" (p. 38).

The importance of describing program processes has been recognized in a

number of evaluation models (Stake, 1961; Stufflebeam, et al., 1971; Provus,
r-

1971). Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1978) discriminate between summative
i

6nd forma-

tive purposes for the'evaluation of implementation. Program documeniatiOn serves

the summative purposes of providinci accountability data, describing the program

under evaluation, and identifying possible causes of program effects. Formative

purposes are served by program monitoring including the uNatinq and revision of

program plans (p. 15-22). As operationalized by the national evaluation team

contracted by 0.J.J.D.P. to evaluate the alternative edudation program,1 both
.

summative and formative purposes are served in the evaluation of hmplementa-

tion.

- The purpose of this paper is to describe the'evaluation of the implementa-

tion of PATHE - Positive Action Through Holistic Education '-'one of 18 projects

1
The national evaluation team, headed by Drs. Gary and Denise Gottfredson, is
based at the Center for the Social Organization of %Schools at The Johns
Hopkins University.
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funded by 0.J.J.D.P. Specifically, the process used to collect and analyze

implementation darta and some initial tindings regarding the implementation of

a juvenile jUstice delinquency program in the public schools will be discusied.

'PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Context and Staff

PATHE operates in seven Charleston County ($.C.) schools, four middle

schools and three high schools. Three middle and two high schools are located

in downtown Charleston and are almost 100 per cent blacls. One middle and one
- .

high school are located on Jain's Iiland and serve an integrated, rural popu-

lation. At each of these schoOls, two full:ltime staff members -,a Student

Concerns Specialist (S.C.$.) and a Curriculum $pecialigt (C.S.) -'are,responsi-

ble for carrying out PATHE activities. At the central staff level, pATHE em-

ploys a consultant and an evaluator who manage and monitor program,ithplementa-

tion. The Charleston "CountN School District Federal Programs Director, author

of' the PATEE proposal for funding, has continUed to be actively involved in the

implementation of the program.

Goals. and Interventions

As its nadeimplies, PATHE is designed to impact upon the whole child and

the whole school environment. Therefore, services are not limited to individual

students; rather, PATHE also attempts to affect changes in the school which will

.improve,conditioftefor the entire Student body. Consequently, although many of

PATHE's interventions are d rected toward providing supplementary affective and

academic services to stude7ts, others are intended to build faculty cohesion, to

improve school climate, ad to ,bring about organizational changes. .The stated

goals of PATHE are 1) t reduce the occurrence of delinquent acts and inappro-

p

.prlate behavior in and laroun4 PATHE'schools, 2) to reduce Unexcused abiences

and tardies, 3) to increase succesSful transition to the job force and post-
.

.secondary educaticn /and 4) tO reduce academic failure.

es

4
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Through a process designed and facilitated by the national evaluation team,

a Program Delielopment Worksheet (P.D.W.) has been developed which describes the

program's objectives and interventions in detail,andainks them to these goals.

In addition, .the strategies for implementing each intervention - including tasks,

completion dates, and persons responsible - are outlined. The P.D.W. is updated

twice a month and revised as necessary and provides a continuous history of in-

tended program activities. It also documents progress Made toWard implementation

and obstacles encountered.*

Target student selection and treatment. A group of approximately 100 stu-

dents at each school were selected to receive intensive services from the PATHE

speaialists., During the 1980-81 school year, target students were selected

based on teacher referrals and school records before the evaluation had been

desiqnea. However, a more systematic selectiOn irocees Was implemented Tor the

current school year. A pool of students in need of services was identified at

each school using achievement test (C.T.B.S.) scores, attendance and suspension

.records, teacher'and specialist referrals, and classroom grades. Members of

the pool were randomly assigned to treatment (target) and control groups-

.

Most of PATHE's services are available to all students in the school. How-
,

ever, target students receive the following services not offerea to others:

1) The specialists systematically collect information about target

students and maintaina "Student Profile." Information collected

'includes detailed analysis of individual CTBS results, past class-

room grades, attendance and suspension data, discipline referrals,

and teacher comments.
,

, .9

2) These data are used to prepare problem statements and/Oi instructional
,

needs assessments And to,plan.appropriate interventiohs for each stu-

dent. Strategies include'tutoring,

leadership training, involvement in

and self-improvement contracts.

\r

counseling, peer counseling,

extracurricular activities,

5 .
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3) Specialists conduct at least one counseling session per month with

every target sNident for the purpose of moniring progress and re-

vising indiyidual plans as needed.

4) An effort:is made to link target students to all PATHE and schoOl

acy.vities.

5) The parents of target students are periodically contacted by the

specialists.

Classification, of interventions. It has been tile nature of the PATHE pro-

gram to be extremely responsive to opportunities and needs which arise as the

program progresses. For this reason, interventions have been deleted, added,

and modified as necessary. Figure 1 presents a list and brief description of

angoing'interventions classified as follows:

. 1) student-level: interventions which provide direct services to individ-
%

ual students;

school-level: interventions(directed toward the expansion'and improve-

.

ment of existing school services and theintroductiok7of new structures

and organizations within the school; and

3) community-level: interventions which dOrelOp linkages between the

school and calmmunity support systems.,°

, . .

Decisions to classify interventions using these categories are not always clear
r .

cut, For example, the tutoring program in cludes a strategy to inVolve tutors

from institutions and agencies outside the school. However, since the central

purpose of the strategy is to serve individual students, it is classified as a

,

student-levelrather than a community-level interventiony,Similarly, the peer

coun'seling program servds individual students but the thrUSt,of PATHE activities

related to the intervention has been to train a group of students to serve as

counselors,and set up a schedule for regUlar counseling to occur. .Therefore,

peer counseling has een classified as a school-level intervention.
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Figure 1. aissification and definition of PATHE interventions.

'Student-Level Interventions

Tutoring Tutoring is provided to students by the Curriculum'Specialist, peer
tutors, and tutors brought into the school from outside agenci s.
Students who receive tutoring may be self-referred or referred by
teachers. In addition to tUtoring provided outside of the classroom,
the Curriculum Specialist may provide special materials,and instruc-
tional plans to the students' classroom teachers. "

, ?

Counseling The Student Concerns Specialist provides counseling to students.
who are referred by teacherstand adMinistrators and who are absent,
tardy: cut class, or are suspended. In addition, both PATHE
*specialistS conduct regular counseling,sessions with target students.

The Curriculum Specialist provides training to students in the form
of mini-courses on study skills (e.g., note-taking, listening skills,
good study habits).

.

The Curriculum Specialist provides straining in spedific skills related
,to fin4ing and keepinga job interv,iew etiquette) and offers
opportunities to broaden .career awareness.

Study
Skills

Job-
Seeking
Skills

Services
tO Target
Students

Resource

Aoom

Students identified as target (approximately
receive special services including diagnosis
and individual remediation plans, additional
all PATHE and school activities, and regular
toward behavioral and academic goals.

School-Level Interventions

100 in each school)
of achieveMrit weaknesses
counseling, linkage to'
monitoring of progress

4

The Curriculum Sp94alist sets up and monitors the use of:a PATHE
Resource Room. 4e6ources include self-instructional acti ities,
books and magaZines for free reading,and other supplemen ary
instructional 9aterials. Both teachers and students are encoUraged

1 to use the resources provided.
4;

Faculty
Inservices

School
Pride
Campaign

Curriculum
Review and
Revision

Field
Trip
Program

Reading

Experience
Program

PATHE works with the
needs at each school
training, especially
topics have included
and faculty team bui

With the cooperation
the Student Concerns
improve school-pride

teachers and principals to identify training
and to provide additional resourcs for faculty
in areasevant to PATHE's goals. Inservice
classroom management, Student Team Learriing,
lding.

of Parent and Student Leadership Team membere,
Specialist plans and implemens activities,to

Achievement test results are used to diagnose school-wide academic.
weaknesses. The Curriculum Specialist, in.cooperation with the
Curriculum Support Team, uses the resulting information to plan and
carry out,remedial programs.

PATHE provides additional resource's to the schools to ai'sist with
fiekylps which support PATHE's goals and Objectives. PATHE staff
members may conduct field trips themselves or assist other teachers.

A period of time is set aside in the school schedule for free reading
for everyode in the building. Teachers, custodians, 4na adMinistia-
tors as well as students are encouraged to participate and students
,are rewarded for active participation.

7



, Exploratory
Program

Discipline
Review and
Revision

Peer
Counseling

Expanded

.Extra-
Curricular
Activities

Student
Leadership
Team

Student
Concerns
-Support'

Team

CurriculuM
%Support

Team

Career'

EXplora-
tion
Programs

Business
Education
Partner-
ship

Parent
Leadership
Team

In the middle schools, PATHE works with the principal and the fadulty
to provide meaningful exploratory activities as mandated in the S.C.
minimum required program.

The Student Concerns Specialist reviews information about discipline
problems in the school and plans and carries out activities designed
to address these problems.' Emphasis is placed on student involvement
in the development of school,and classroom rules and the establishment
of a discipline referral,procedure and the use of a standirdized

discipline referral form.

Students are selected and trained to conduct rap sessions with other
students in the schooi.. The purpose of peer counseling is not to
provide personal counseling, but rather to conduct a forum on' topics
of special concern to students and to establish peer pressure to deal
with problem areas in a socially acce,Dtable way.

The Student Concerns Sepcialist encourages the growth otextracurri-
cular activities on campus by assessing student needs, recruiting
sponsors, and monitoring club progress.

At each school a group of students is Actively involved in planning .

ways to improve their school and in implementing their planS. These

students also receive leadership training.

Five faculty memthrs at each school work with the S udent Concerns
Specialist to plan activities which will improve school climate and
the behavior of individual studehts.

Another group4of five faculty members works
Specialist"to plan and implement activities
academic performance at the school.

Community-Level Interventions

In cooperation with Trident Technical College, sLdenti at PATHELg
schools participate in two programs designed to introduce-them 6t4o

.careers in engineering and industrial'technology. During the school

year, students of bath sexes attend six.career awareness sessions at

the collegee During the summer, young women attend 24 sessions of the
FACET (Female Acceseto,Careers in Engineering TechnologyY /program
for which they receive two college credits.

In cooperation with the school distriot's joint program with the
Chamber of Commerce, PATHE works to establish an.active productive '
partnership for each of its schools with a business in the community.
The.primary purpose df.these partnerships is to provide management
and public relations expertise to schools.

Similar to the student teams, most PATHE parent groups plan ways to
improve parental involvement,in the schools. These teams also receive

leadership training.

with the
designed

Curriculum
to improve

Figure 1. ClaiSification and definition of PATHE interventions.

v
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' METHODS

Design Issues
4

Level of detail. PATHE is a.large program, both in terms
t

schools, stladents, and teachers serVed and of the number and com exity oE in-

'

terventions to be implemented. As korris 'and Fitz-Gibbon (1978) point out,

the number of

the appropriate.level of detairfor descriptions of,program components is de-

teimined by the level of precision with-which program developers have described

the intended interventions. In the case of PATHE, the P.D.W. provides en ex-

tremely detailed blueprint for each intervention necessitating an equally Ue-,

. tailed monitoring plan. The implementation for any single intervention varies
. S.

from school to school and when differences in implementation between schools

.
inteare considered acros 21 rventions, the resulting flood of information tan

Jeave the evaluatói floundeang. The greatest challenge to the evaluator be-
- .

comes to find a way tO both describe the program at each site -in adevate detail

and to summarize implementation data in A Useable, comirehensible, valid-Vey:

According to Gephart (as cited by Reeves, 1979) whenflevaluating the imple-

4
menta tion of a complexin novation (such as pATHE) it becomes very4difficult to

.. ,

arrive at a single score which accurately'portrays implementation. Gephert-

\ . . \\ -
,

. 17-'

recommends ale use of a profile of scores instead (p. 5.)-

In the evaluation of PATHE an attempt jaas been made tCPoffer the beSt of

both detailed and summary information. Detailed deseriptionof intérventions as

imrilemented at each school are prepaxed twice a year for use by program monitors ,

104
and the national evaluators. These reports include a description of the inter--

P

vention as planned, a number of indicators Of implementation, a profile of

implementation scores, and verbal descriptions of modifications and expansions

of the intended intervention. In addition, a .single implementation score for

each intervention and for the whole PATHE proqram at each school is provided.

These scores are generated using the rating scales described in detail beldw.
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Level of participation. Rossi, Freeman, and Wright (1979) stress the impor-

tance of measuring the extent to which members of the target poreflation actually

,participate in program activities (p. 1237126). Indeed, the intensity of PATHE

^services - the actual number of incidents of contact with students identified as

target - has been a majqx concern of program managers. Students who rJceive

PATHE services are not a.captive audience. The specialists do not have a

classroom of students to wham they can address their services nor are students

systematically scheduled to attend PATHE activities al part of their normal

school day. If services are in fact.to be deliveed / the specialist must be

proactilie in seeking out target students, scheduling them for services, and

Motivating them to attend. In Order to adequately monitor the student-level

interventions, data collection instruments have betencdeveloped to ensure thatr

contacts with studen4are accurately recorded.

Data collection methods. Three methods of collecting implementation data'

are commonly suggested in the literature: use of existing or program-specific

reccirds, direct observation, and self-reports of program personnel or partici-
,

pants (Morris & Fitz-tibbon, 1978, p. 51; Rossi, Freeman, & Wright, 1979, p. 12.6-

r

144; Wolf, 1979, p. 63-88)4 PATHE program interventions in gene'ral - and
P

especially those directed toward individual Students - do not lend themselves to
. r

direct otservation. It would be very difficult to observe a personal counseling

session'in an Unob'trusive and yet ethical manner: Adequate sampling for the

observation of less sensitive interventions (e.g., team meetings) at seven

different sites would place an unrealistic burden on extremely limited evaluation

.resources. Consequently, the evaluation of PATHE interventions has relied almOst

totally on records kerit in the schools, program manager-records, and periodic

interviews and other self-report measures administered to PATHE staff members

and principals.

1 0



Data Collection

.Student-level interventions: Daily Contact)Logs and Activity iign -ins are

used by the specialists totrecord contacts withaiondividual students and groups

of students. . In the development of these instruments, great care was taken to

ensure that a minim anibunt of time would be required to record each contact.

More complicated procedures used during the 1980-81 school year resulted in
\

incomplete and insecurate records of student-level services, pr3marily because

the specialists understandably preferred to devote their time to the students

,= lk
rather thail to the completion Of forms. Data collected on these forms include

the natuxe or purpose and duration in,minutes of each contact and tne presence

of other ,persons (e.g., teachers, parents, administrators).

School district suspension, expulsion, and dropout data are also collected

asyell as discipline referral forms. Information.from suspension reports,

Daily Contact Logs, and Activity SAgn-ins are entered on local'computer.files,

from which summary reports are prepared for use in monitoring the'delivery of
.

services. Furthermore, Student Data Sheets are produced which compile all data

collected for each target ttudent. These reports are 'distributed to the special-

ists and added to school files as a case history of each student's coqtact with

the program. Discipline referral forms are sent to the'national evaluation

team'for andlysis amT the resulting reports are shared with the program,staff

on a regular' basis.

Student .Profiles are maintained in the sphools iwhich inclulde records of

parent contacts, individual instructional plans., __and behavioral problem state-

ments for each target student. The'status of the files - what plans are'on

file and thaquality of these - is periodically checked as an indicator of

the 'quality of services being provided ,ta9get students.

School-level interventions. _Faculty Contact Logs, similar to the Daily Contact'

Log used with students, are maintained by, the specialists as a record of their
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-

contacts with individual teachers. Activity Sign-ins are also used with groups

-

of teachers such as the support teams. Resource room sign-m4 records, are main-
.

tained and turned in on a monthly basis as a form of documentation of the use Of

PATHE materials. Specialists also submit action'plans, agendas, and minutes

from meetings conaucted-at their schools (e.g., Student Leadership Team meetings).

0,i1ce a,month, the evaluator reviews the P.D.W. and compiles a task calendar

which is distributed to the,staff members. Specialists use the Calendars to

1

plan their daily activities, indicate completion dates of tasks assigned, describe

problems or successes related to each task on.their copy,,and return the calendar

at the end of.the month. The completed calendars serve as_aemeans of communica-

- tiontbetween the specialists and the program consultant who can use them.to plan

her monitoring visits.. They are also kept on file as one form of self-report

,

-implementatiOh data.

Occisionally specialists are also assigned the task of completing an'Activity

Report,,describing the implementation status of a specific intervention at their

school.

Communityllevel interventions. Activity sign-ins, plans, minutes, agendas,

activity reports, and monthly calendar task aiSignments are also used to collect

data about communitY-level interventions. .In, additiori, in cases where a program

4

is managed prifily by the PATHE program consultant oor when. data are coldected

away from the schools, special.forms are developed, used, and collected. For

example, instructors at*Trident.Technical College collected attendance data for

PATHE studentS participating in their Career Exploration'program.

Data Analysis

Implethentation reports. Twice a year - at tlhe end of the:first semester and

in the late spring - implementation reports Ark prepared lor each school. The

-

report consists of a separate form for each intekvention. A description of the

intended intervention taken IrOm the.P.D.W. is presented on one side of the form
se

, 12

or'
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with space available on, the otheafide for a description of what has actually

taken place at the school. Alnformation refevant-eethe intervention at,a

single schodl is compiled and presented on the fotm-including summaries of team

plans, 'fresAncies of student contacts for a speCific purpose, and other evi-
.;

dence as-to whether or not the intervention has4been implemented and to what

degred. A draft report is prepared and used as a guiae for school-by-school-

stafOinterviews conducted by the program Consultant and/ox the evaluator.

The 13.urpose of the interviews iS.to verify the accuracy of the information on the

report, collect additional informhtion where data on file do not adequately

portray programs at ice school, identify problem areas, and develop strategies .

to'improve the program, After the interview, the reports.axe revised and up:

dated asnecessary. (Appendix"A,preSeMts documents wilich follow the monitoring

of one'intervention from the P.D.M. strategy description, to the monthly calendar,

topa completed implementation ieport for one school.)

Rating scales. Three rating scales of fidelity, intensity, and duration -

have been deyeloped for use in reducing the large quantities of data collected
.(

to numerical measures of implementation. In addition a scale hap heen developed

to rate principal support ot each intervention and another to rate the level of

central staff monitoring of .intervention implementation.

Fuller; ind Pomfret (1975, 1977) in their review of implementation,studies

identified'a "fidelity" approach to the measurement of implementation. Fidelity

can be defined as the degree to which a program as implemented corresponds to

the ekpectatations of the program developer. Morris and Fiti-Gibbon (1978)

sug-gest that-such an index can be particularly useful if there is a deta}led

program plan frim which to draw the intended characteristics of the intervention

(p: 75): The P.D.W. makes the delineation of the critical characteristics of

each AXHE intervention a relatively simple task.

PATHE interventions,descrihe a series of tasks or a process
P

-13
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which is to be carried out at.each school. or example, the Student Leadership

Teams are expected to develop a plan of action to improve sAool climate. The

.plans may be %lite different in each school but a plan should.exist. The tasks

or activities identified in the P.D.W.'and listed on the implementation report

11

'described above axe also listed on the fidelity-rating instrument as-standards.

(See Appe ix B -for copies of fidelity and intensity scales). By referring to the

0 4

evidence of implementation reported on the.implanentation report, the rater can

C.

fairly easily check off those tasks which have in facl been carried out. Once

ava. checklist ii completed, the following scale is used to rate implementation:

4=exceeds st dards; 3=meets standards completely or with approved adaptation,

2teets 50-99% of standards, 1=meets 1-49% of standards, 0=does not meet,

standards/not implemented. .

%

The intensity scale also describes program manager expectations or standards

for the number of persons served or activities condacted for each intervention.

Again, the information necessary to assess to what degree the standards have

been met at a school is available on the implementation report. The following

five-point intensity scale is,Vsed to assign ratings: 4=exceeds standard by more

than 5%, 3=meets standard + 5%, 2=meets 50-95% of standard, 1=meets 5-49% of

standard, 0 eets 4% or less of standard.

4,

.The du ation.scale simply asks the rater'to code the date of initiation of the

intervent4 using numbers compatible with the fidelity and intensity ratings as

follows: rin operation August-September, 1981, 3=began in October, 2=began in

. $

November,V1=began in December/January, 0=had not begun by end of January. Dec-
. -

ember and January are collapsed into one rating on this scale because of the

Christmas holidays which effectively cut program time in half during those

months.

Reliability coefficients for each subscale were calculated u'ing a

Cronbach L When ratings are used to produce a school-level.rating across all

14
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,21 intervenions, the fidelity scale was fcbund to have a reliability

efficient of .67, the intensity scale a coefficient of .79, and the duration
,

scale a coefficient of .29. Due to the lack of internal consistency demonstra-

ted by the duration scale, resultinig-data were not used in further analyses.

An Imp,leientation Scale which combines the fidelity and intensity ratings demon-

strates adequate internal consistency with a reliability coefficient of .89.

In contrast, when fidelity and intensity:ratings are used to produce an

,implementation score for each intervention across schools, the internal can,-

sistency of the scales drops to .16. Since only seven schools are involved in

the program, this drop in reliability is not surprising. Furthermore, since 'we

would expect.the level of implementation on each intervention\to vary, often, 4

dramatically, from school to school,.the internal consistency of the scale when

used to rate interventions is understandably low. .To date only one tater -

the program evaluator - has been involved in the use of the scales. In the future,-...

it'may be possible to use multiple raters and establish inter-rater reliability

for intervention ratings. However, the'lcgistical difficulty of finding.several

people willing to spend the time necessary to rate all intei'ventions on two

scales for seven schools makes it unlikely that an opportunity to assess inter-.

rater reliability will arise, Furthermore, the standards on the-rating scales

will be different every time the.scales are used since the prograM wIll have

progressed through another half year of implementation and eXpectations will

have changed accordingly. Consequently, the cost effectiveness of establishing

inter-rater reliability for one iteratlon of:the scale is questionabie;

Morris and Fitz-Gibbon (1978), recognizing the problem of establishing

reliability for implementation measures suggestithat evaluators focus on demon -

5trating the validity of their instruments (p. 135). They describe concern

for validity of implementation measures in terms of a four-part question:

,

"Is the description of the-program which the instrument presents accurate,
.

o,

P .
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.relevant, representative, and complete:" The instruments developed to measure

the implementation of PATHE meet all four requirements.. The fact that ratings

are based on specifir standards taken directly from the Progiam Dvelopment Work-

sheet - a document prepared by program developers - is evidence that the scales

are releVant, representative, and complete. Since the rating process requires

the rater to review data collected from multiple sources and compare the evidence

of implemeptation.to xn,objective standaxd, the accuracy or absence of bias.of

ratings ks established. Furthermore ,the presentation of all ratings, evidence

of implemenition, and standards on the implementation reports makes the derivatiOn

i' .

of the ratings a process open to public review and Aallenge.
,

The principal support rating scale is not as easily defended, primarily

. .

.
because evidence of princiiial support is often not as clear-cut as indicators of

riogram implementation. ,Principals were rated on their support of:each intervention

9

,by the eva1uator and ttqo program managers ueing the following scale: 4=principal

3. f

has done something to support the intervention and gives enthusiastic yerbal support,_
-.

3=the principal expresses enthusiastic verbal support not contradicted by actions,r
2=the principal supports moderately, with some reservations or concerns, 1=tepe

principal neither'stipports noi obstructs implementation', b=the princ4pal obstructs
..

d
. . r

implementatip.
,,, ,,,

. I.. 'A

Each ratei'd4pleted the scale independently. The evaluator used principal
, e

e A° A

Intervid*,/ responses concerning each n andinterventioleidVepie on the implementation
,

*

1,
.

reports to assign ratings. For example, in several schools the specialists rpported <

that their principals had conducted a facultymeeting about grading practicet using,

information opllected by PATHE. These reports were considered evidence that

. .

/

principals had done something in support,of the CurrIculmi Review and Revisiori
.,

inedrvention resulting in a princiPal support rating of 4. The other two raters

' drew on thlir own experiences in.implementing the,program to rate principal

16
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support.
-

Once all ratings were completed, the evaluator compared the ratings and made

a final.decision on the score for each intervention. It was felt that a mean score

would be inappropriate since each rater was operating out of a separate set of

experiences. Rather, a set of decision gwdelines were used to detertine each

rating. If one rater had assigned a score of 4 to an intervention and both

of the liner raters had assigned 3's, the evaluator assumed that the pereon giving

a 4 rating had information or evidence that the principal had done something to

.support the intervention which was unavailable,to the.other two raters. Similarly,

if one rater had giiren a rating of 0 and both other ratings were low, the evaluator

assumed that the rating of, 0 was based on informatioa about principal obstruction
/ I

,

of giik intervention which the .other raters did not possess. For ratings in the 1

'-to 3 range, either a mid-score or the score given by two of the raters was used.
,

When principal support scores for all interventions at4each schOol were calculated

<1

uaing the resulting ratings, tl'Aft internal'consistency of the support rating scale

using Cronbach 0( was .86.

A
A final scale was developed to rate the level of Central staff monitoring

).

and involvement in the implementation of each intervention. Ir developing the

scale, two types of evidence of mon1torin4 and involvement were oonsidered. First,

a review of mon#hly calendars was conducted )6 determine how tany times during the

schodl year the spesiafists had been required to turn in a document of some kind

(e.g., a plan, a report, data) for each intervention. When turn-ins are requared"

those who fail to respond are periodically reminded of the deficiency until it

is corrected, resulting in extensive monitoring. Activities for which no tArn-in

are required are left to the conscientiousness of the specialist and less

systernatic monitoring,by central staff personnel. It waspOnd that the number

of turn-ins ranged from zero to eleven per intervention with a mode of 3, a mean

of 4, and a standard deviation of 2.7..

17
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A second consideration in rating monitoring was whether or not activities

had been conducted of action taken from the central staff level to facillitate

intervention implementation,For example, at the first of the school year, the

program monitor visited each principal to persuade him to use a new discipline

referral form developedifor PATHE. Ln the case of another intervention, a

project-wide-conference was connoted for members of the Student,Concerns and

Carriculum Support Teams to help team memberS develop action plans for the year.

The following was used to rate the degree of monitoring: 4=centrally

orgaflizeclactivity and 3 or tore turn-ins required on Calendar, 3=centrally

'organiz4d activity or 6 or more turn-ins required on calendar, turn-ins-

sequired on calendar, 1=no turn-ins required.
a

' RESULTS-

N
VI' .Implementation ScoreS

A
,

Amerage scores were calculated on both the fidelity and interisity scales for.

each school' and each intervention. On the fidelity scale, school scores ranged

krom 1:85 to 2.95 and intervention SCores ranged from 1 (iob-seeking Skills) to

3.28 (Currictlum RevieW and Revision).* The mean score for all schools andall

interventiems- was 2. with'a standard deviation of 1.669.

,

On the intensity,scale, school scores ranged from 1.85 to 3.6 and intervention

scbres ranged form 1.14 (Services to Target,Students and Business Education Partner-

ship) 'to 4 (Student Leadership team). The mean intensity score for all schools

and all interven5ions was 2.34 with a standard deviation of 1.467. It should be

remembered in interpreting intensity scores that,the rating process compared the
0

number of students served to a standard for the intervention and the resultifig

scores do not represent absolute numbers of students served. Therefore, it may

be,that, even thovgh the intensity rating is lower for Services to Target Students,

there have been more contacts with target students than with members of Student

Leadership Teams.
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Using combiNd fidelity and intensity ratings, the student-level interventions

as a group had a mean implemntation score of 1.87 (standaxd deviation=1.297), the

school-level interventions had a score of 2.522 (standard deviation=1.205)., and

the community-level interventions had a score of 2.176 (standard deviation=1.405).

These ratings indicate that the program managers' concern that services to indi-

vidual students are not being implemented as intended is indeed w'arranted. Perhaps

of even greater concern is the fact that the intervention Services to Target
4.

Students receiVed a mean fidelity rating of 1.28 (standard deviation=.487) and

a mean intensity rating of 1.14 (standard deviation=.690). if a rating of 3 is

interpreted as an indicator of/full implementation as described in the.P.D.W.,

the student-level interventions as a group and the Services to Tarlget Students

intervention fall well below the standard. OTI the bright side, the following

interventions received mean,Scores of 2.5 or above: Studii Skills, Resource Room,

School Pride-Camtaigii, Curricwn Review and Revision, Sp4dent Leadership Team,

Curriculum Support,jeam, dareeAxploration Program, and Parent LeadersAip Team.

Mean princIpa ,L.support-sgores for school ranged form 2.4 to 3.7 wh

support scores tp interventions raned from 1.42 (Job-Seeking Skills) to 4

The average rating across all schools and interven-1
(Student Leadership Teams).

tions was 2.94 with a standard deviation/of 1.001.

Lipham (1977) reports that "it is-lgiely that no majOr program,of eduoational

improvement can succeed Idithout'the unders anding, support, .and involvement Of

.
.

% . 'F .

the administrator of.the,looal schoOl" ep. 1119) anc Berman alma.MbtaAlhlin (1977)
e

..1.

found that "if the innovation is complex the.blessing of the,prinbipal andiactive

support are.even more important" (P-128). When principal sup pbrt ratings were

correlated with implementation scores or each intervention, a Pearson correlation

coefficient of .66 wai obtained (r2=. ). While it is not possibleto conclude

based on these data that principal support of an intervention causes it to be

19
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more fully implemented, principal support may well be a critical facilitating

element if not' an essential precondition to complete implementation.

Monitoring scores were also correlated with implementation scores for each

intervention and found to yield a coefficient of.54 (r
2
=.29). Although this

relationship is weaker than that between principal support and implementation,

it is ill of sufficient strength to be useful in understanding differences4in

implementation. Especially in a program such as PATHE which requires so much

of staff members, there is a natural tendancy to do first the tasks Which are

being most closely observed by supervisors or for whicha 4ncrete product must

be produced. It is particularly interesting to note that the two interventions

which receivea the lowest monitorieg scores - Job-seeking Skills and Services to

Target Students - also received the lowest-implementation ratin4s. The Job-

seeking,Skills intervention has never been a high priority for central staff

members and the vatings it received are to be expected. However, Serviices to
"/

Target Student's have been stressed repeatedly in staff meetings. Unfortunately,
"

the forms used to docUment services to target. students (e.g., problem stathments,

f records of parent contacts, instructional plans - axe not turned in but are kept

at the schodl:in the Stud6ht Profiles. .

DISCUSSION

Rating Scales

The intensity and fidelity rating scales developed for the.evaluation of

PATHE implementation have prelYided useful, reliable, and valid data in a manageable

form. Te scores produced using the rating scales were successfully used tO

compare levels of implementation of 21 different interventions in seven schools

.4.nd also alldw the testing of simple hypotheses regarding the corre ates.of

successful implementation.
,

'An assumption upon which the scales are based and which might be questioned/

is that the multiple standards specified for each interven).ion, on the fidelity.

scale are of equal importance and that fidelity and intensity ratings are also

f.
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equally important indicators of implementation. If an argumeat can be successfully

made that this assumption is false, it may be necessary to weight ratings of com-

ponents judged more important.

Another underlying /3remise on which this entire data collection effort has

been based is that program personnel and the evaluator interact in a trusting

relationship. Fortunately for this evaluator, the two people most directly respon-

sible for the implementation of PATHE are enthusiastic and informed consumers of

evaluatioperasults who see the program development process as an asset and rely

on both the local and.thenational evaluators for_inforMation which will help them

improve their program. It is truly difficult to imagine how the detailed data

required to produce the Implementation reports on which the rating scales are based

,could possibly be collected without the unreserved support of program staff meMbers.

The rating scales were developed for use in the formative evaluation of PATHE.

For better or for worse, circumstances now exist which will probably lead to the

'summative use of fidelity and intensity scores. da backs in 0.J.J.D,P.'s funding

will trickle down'to PATHE and prograM managers'are currently trying to decide which
.

of the seven PATHE schools will not 'continue In the program next year. Since outcome

\
.

data wiil not be available in time to inform this decision, implementa on data

\ ,..

r .
;

will be used to select PATHE schools for 1982-83. The systematic colle tion and
4.

1

reporting of implementation data which has characterized the evaluamu. n of PATHE

will allow program managers to feel confident that their decisions are as fair as

I\ possible.

Implonentation of PATHE
e,

Berman and McLaughlin (1977) hypothesized that "complex and ambitious innova-

tions are more likel to elicit the enthusiasm-of teachers than routine projects"

(p. 82). PATHE certainly qualifies as a complex and aMbitious innovation and it

has elicited enthusiasm on the part of teachers, principals, students, and staff

members. It has also elicited frustration, exhaustion, and some very good humor.

21
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PATHE is now approaching the end of its second year of implementation. Some

of its interventions are doing, very well. While we still do not :know what impact

each intervention is having on student outcomes, we at least know that many of
7

PATHE's intended activities are,in fact taking place and have received the support

of_the principals involved. However, other interventions are still marginally

implemented. As PATHE's managers decide whether or not to continue the program

in weak schools,,they might also consider whether or not to continue weak inter-

ventions., l'hree factors should be included in such a decision. First of all,

a !udgement should be made as to the criticality of the intervention to the goals

of PATHE and the theory which supports its program plan. Next, a review of

related interventions should be made to determine if another, more successful

intervention addresses the same goal. Finally, it woui wise to check principal

support for the intervention at each school. Us.ing these criterit, the Job-
vs,

)

seeking Skills intervention would probably be dropPed from PATHE suring the next

school year. While it is directly relateA to the program goal of improving student

transition to the work force, the Career Exploration Program at Trident Technical

College is a more successful intervention related to the saMe goal. Furthermore,

the Job-seeking Skills intervention does not enjoy a igh level of principal

support. In contrastv 'the Services to Target Studhts Intervention is strongly

supported by five of the seven principals and is t e only intervention which

attempts to provide intensive treattnent'to students identified as exhibiting patterns

4

of behavior which are correlated with delinquency. It may be time to transfer

'some of the ener6 previously focused on interventions which are now.successfUlly

in place to the development of ,an intensive monitoring strategy for services to

target students.
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APPENDIX A

Intervention Monitoring Documents

Sample Program,Development Worksheet Strategy Description

Counseling Intervention

.

'Strategies and Tasks Critical Benchmarks'

22-

Who will do what by when?

3.3 SCS Counseling

-develop plan for pre-
senting rap sessions
(topics, schedule,

participants)

-obtain princiial
approval

-implement and
monitor

-establish'a mechanism '

that will allow SCS
to intervene early in

nonattendance/truancy
cases

- establish a schedule

'that includes tracking
attendance, counseling
returning suspended
students, and providing
information to ichool

administrators

- counseling results to

referring teachers
via referral form

- follow-up counseled
students (teacher
contacts, selfrimrove-
ment cOntracts, parent
contacts

At least 3 rap sessions SCS, 11/15 and ongoing

per school are held

Principal agrees to
procedure which sends
tardy and truancy cases
to SCS before the point

ot suspension

SCS records indicate\that
Counseling sessions were 9/18

held with all students

identified

Program coordinator,
SCS, and school personnel,

. 9/18

Program coordinator, SCS,

CS records indicate
follow-up contacts
with students, teachers,

and parents

SCS, ongoing.

SCS, ongoing

rrs



Th

. .

Name :

MONTHLY PLANNING CALENDAR FOR NovemberA

School :

1981

.

. ,.

.41144N, Act iv ity

Information/
Doduments t o
be t\urned in

Expected
Compl etion
Date

4
Wctual
Completion
Dat e

,

.
Comments .

Conduct regulartneetings of-11
Student Leadership Team,
Parent Leadership Team,

.
SCST.'

sign-ins, agendas
minutes

12/10

.

.

.

.

Cortbduct peer Counselor training

and/or sessions
.

sign-ins,

training
evaluation survey-

12/10

.

p

.

.

.
,

.

Submit PATHE ActivitY reports
for

.

.School pride campaign
Open house

.

Parental involvement

-k-eports for eac

activity
listed

..-

12/

.

10

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

*** .

Maintain disciplin0Oreferral
.

forms
A

completed forms

,

12/10
Collect completed forms in person from.
?rincipal, vice principal, guidance counselor
at least onc a eek. 'Be sure teachers
ind administr tors have.sufficient copies
of forms.

k**

Collect-pspension informatim Acopy of school
Ireport'for NoveMb:r

12/10

c-P'

.

.

. .

Plan to conduct RAP sessions plan 12/10 .

RAP sessions should include an effort to
modify studehts' antitocial beliefs as

***

Conduct first RAP session sign-ins 12/10 L

identified by the student questionnaire.
Other topics might include student w
victimization and gangs at school. w

*** Tasks related to Counseling intervention.

9 6
27
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Burke Hign S.hool

PATHE SCHOOL IMPLEMENTATION REPOWP

Intervention
Counseling

RATINGS
fidelity 2

intensity 3

duration 4

support 4

13.2'51

I ntended Activities

Status and/or

Date Initiated

Description of Implemented Activities

(
* contacts for

counseling= 311
II contacts for RAP sessions. 25

nevelop plan for
presenting rap sessions to students. 9,431 % students suspended

who had contact with PA1'HLV69%

obtaitl principal approval.

I parent contacts= 26
II self imvovement

contracts= 0

implement and monitor.

yes

.

,

IAtahlish a mechanism that will allow the S.C.S. to yes "Rap with Risher" -
Student Concern* Support Team member conducts sessions.

intelvene early In
nonattendance/truancy cases, track

attendance piohlems,
and counsel returning suspended

,

Also Student Leadership
Team members ccaduct rap sessions at Burke and

at Rivers Middle scilool.

..tujeol.

e
.

.

.

Vo.4>ort rew.lts of
counseling to referring teachers

viq dibciplim.referral
form.

yes

N

.

Make p..rent. contacts as needed.
yes .

,

(1:4 :.elf improvement
contract as nesded,

no .

.

....,
... -- .....,

.-....:.

.

,

I

28



APPENDIX B
Rating Scales

Fidelity Scale

The rater compares implemented activities and:tasks
as documented on the Implementation Report to the

standards for implementation described on this and
subsequent pages. After checking off which of
the standards have been met, a rating is assigned
o each intervention using the following scale:

4=exceeds standards

3=meets standards completely ar with approved
adaptation

2=meets 50-99% of standards

1=meets 1-49% of standards

0=does not meet standards/not implemented

3()

Intervention

..

Standards

Tutoring
-outsii7 tutors involved
-regulat schedule of tutoring
contacts by C1.S.

-target students included
.

Counseling

.

.

-RAP sessions .lan on file
-evi4ce of 4 sessions
-evidence of at least 10
parent contacts
-contact with at least 90%
of students suspended

-system established to
monitor attendance problems
-target students included in
counseling

Study skills

.

.

-plan on file
-evidence of implementation

.

Job seeking skills

0
.

-

-distribution of materials
-presentations to groups on
job_seeking.skills dr career

_

awareness

Services to target
students

.

,-Jindividualized instructional

plan/needs assessment or
\problem statement fot every
target student

-letter sent to pam.its
-Tositive parent contact for
every target student

'-at least one contact with
each target student

,-.....



Intervention Standards

Resource room es--

-needs assessment memo used
after each grading period

-resour?e room open house
Tbnducted
-evidence of teacher use

Faculty inservices
-particpation in team build-
ing conference

.

-teacher participation in
Student Team Learning
training

-inservice plan on file which
addresses identified needs

-evidence of implementation
of plan

,
. _

School pride
campaign -plan on file for whole year

-evidence of implementation

Curriculum review
and revision

_

09
04.4

,

-CTRS analysis on file
-plan to imprbve identified
weaknesses On file
-evidence of meetings with
teachers re plans and weak-,
nesses
-failure data collected and
used to-identify students
and teachers who need help

-help provided identif.ied
teachers and students .

-mini-tests in use
.-instructional materials and

teaching strategies distri-
buted
-assistance in use of curricu-
lim nuirlo(7

Intervention

,
.

Standards

Field trips

.

1

=.:

.

,

-plali on file .

-one trip for each of three
areas (career,academic,

.

scultural)
-scheduled throughout the

,year

Reading Experience
Program

A

.

-plan for schooi-wi4e program
.

; on file
-evidence of implemeRtat&on

-mbtivational activities
.

planned and implemented

Exploratory program
-schedule on file
-display of exploratory
products in school
-schedule implemented

Discipline policy
review and revision

,

-schbol and classroom rules
developed by teachers and
students and posted

'-referral procedures and
discipline referral f6M
approved by principal .

-referral procedure imple-
mented so that includes
S.C:S.
-assrtance given to teachers
.with classroom management
problems (at leaSt 10)

0-0
,
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Intervention

,

.

Standards

,

Peer 'counseling

.

,

-counselors trained
-plan on file
-counseling services
provided on regular sche-
dule

Extracurricular
activities

)

High School:
-club plans or charters on
file ,

-club mid-year activity
reports on file

Middle School':
.

-clubs begun last year
continue-

Student Leadership
Team

)

,

../

-meetings held regularly
-satisfactory team plan on
file

-evidence of plan implemen-
tation

-central leadership confer-
4' ence attended

Student Concerns
Support Team

,

,

-regular meetings held .

-contracts on file
-sitisfactory team plan
on file
-evidence of plan implmen-
tation

Curriculum Support
Team

.

, 114

.

-regular meetings held
-contracts on file
-satislactory'team plan
on file

-evidence of plan imp;lemen-
fil-inn

.

.

Intervention

-

.

: Standards

Career exploration
program

;

-students recruited to
attend Trident Technical
College fall program
-follow-up meeting with
students held

Business Education
Partnership

.

.

-team formed with school
and buisness members
-PATHE specialist included
on team
-Plan developed to improve
school management

-implementation of plan
evident

.

Parent Leadership
.......

Team

,

'

.

%

-regular meetings held
-satisfactory team plans on
file

-evidence of implementation
of plans
-leadership training'
attended

v./



tnte,n.wity Rating Scale
v.

The rater compares intensity of progiWservices as documented on
,given below and rates each interventkon using the following scale

4=exceeds.stanai:'d by more than 5% 2=meeti

3=meets stangard -1.5% 1=meets

0=meets 4% or less of
-

Intervyltion Intensity Standard

Tutoring , 200 incidentd of tutoring

Counseling 300 indidents of counseling

Study skills

4
50 incidents of partici-
pation

/

Job seeking skills 1 all school activity or
59 incidents participa-
tion ,

SerOces to target
students -

3 contacts wifh every
target-student

.

Resource room and
services to
teachers 1,

# teacher checkouts=
.

# teachers

Faculty inservices 1 school level, 5 teachers
attend.S.T.L., and 5 attend
team building

3 all school activitiesSchool pride
campaign

Curriculum review
and revision

incidents C. S. faculty
contact = 2 x # teachers

4

Field trip program .1 field trip conducted

Reading Experience
Program

entire school, Monthly, for
more.than 15 minutes ,

the Implementation Report to the standards

50-95i of standa'rd

5-49% of standard

Intervention Intensity Standard

Exploratory program entire school, weekly

Discipline policy
review and revision

# discipline referral
forms =# suspensions -1-
11 # suspensions

Peer cdunseling 70 incidents contact
related to peer
counseling

Extracurricular
activities

.

fr.S- - 10 club plans
M.S. - 100 incidents

contact

Student Leadership
Team

30 incideftts attendan9e

Studeht Concerns
Support Team

20 incidents attendance

Curriculum Support
Team

..

20 incidents attendance

Career exploration
programs (T.T.C.)

60 incidents attendance

Business Education
Partnership

3 meetings
.

Parent Leadership
Team

20 incidents attendance

,
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